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Discussion
Epilepsy is a brain disorder characterized by an enduring 

predisposition of recurrent seizures. Seizure is a transient recurrent 
disturbance of behavior due to excessive or synchronous neuronal 
activity in the brain.1 The behavioral disturbance in seizure involves 
disruption of one of four spheres that represents the semiology 
(phenomenology) of seizures. These spheres are the sensorial sphere, 
consciousness sphere, autonomic sphere and the motor sphere.2 The 
behavioral disturbances in these four spheres may mimic psychiatric 
non epileptic phenomena in there semiology, that may lead to 
confusion in diagnosis whether the patient is epileptic or a psychiatric 
disorder. This mimicry occurs on three levels constituting a grey zone. 
The first level is the semiology itself, that the behavioral phenomenon 
at a time can be the presentation of an epileptic disorder and at another 
time a representation of a psychiatric disorder. The second level is 
the comorbidity between epilepsy and psychiatric disorders namely 
epileptic psychosis. The third level is the disorders of the brain that 
can present by both epileptic and/or psychiatric disorders e.g. NMDA 
encephalitis. Here we review these three levels of Semiological 
Bridge between psychiatry and epilepsy.

Level I: seizure semiology vs psychiatric 
semiology

Seizures are not always objective, only the motor seizures that can 
be viewed as objective phenomena. However it can be also confused 
with psychogenic non epileptic seizures. The other spheres of seizures 
are more subjective than being objective phenomena. Seizures 
affecting the sensorial sphere exclusively produce no objective 
signs other than an occasional altered behavior by the patient to an 
“unexpected” experience. We are aware of their occurrence only if the 
patient reported it. These seizures are identified as auras. Seizures that 
interfere primarily with consciousness are called dialeptic seizures. 
Seizures consisting primarily of autonomic symptoms are called 
either autonomic “seizures” when they are objectives or “auras when 
they are subjective.2

Auras

Auras are ictal manifestations having sensory, psychosensory, 
autonomic and experiential symptoms that represent the first subjective 
localizing symptom of seizure.3 In general they are brief (seconds to 
minutes) but they may be prolonged constituting an aura status for up 
to days (aura continua). In most instances there are no or few EEG 
correlates, due to the small surface area of cortical neurons activated 
and this makes a challenge to the diagnosis.2‒5 Auras can be documented 
only objectively if they are developed into motor or dialeptic seizures 
otherwise they may resemble nonspecific or psychiatric symptoms.2,3 
More over the aura content may relate to the patient psychological 
makeup. Stimulation of mesiobasal temporal structures produce aura 
consistent with the ongoing psychopathological process.6,7 Auras can 
be divided into the following:

Somatosensory auras: Somatosensory auras consist of abnormal 
somatosensory sensations “paresthesia” that are limited to a clearly 
defined somatosensory region of the body.2‒30 They range from 
tingling, numbness, electric like sensation, sense of movement or 
stiffness whether unilateral or bilateral.8,9 These paresthesia are a 
common feature in anxiety states and depression with multiple somatic 
complains. The only clue for differentiation is the clinical semiology. 
The paroxysmal nature, the recurrence, the presence of a march and 
stereotyped attacks in the same somatotopic presentation is mostly 
epileptic.8‒30 The non-episodic nature and absence of stereotypy is 
more towards a non-epileptic phenomenon.

Visual auras: They are either clearly predominant visual hallucinations 
or illusions occurring in isolation. If they are associated with other 
complex distortions of perception (as altered sense of familiarity 
or hearing, complex visual or auditory illusions) it is considered 
psychic aura.2‒30 Again the episodic transient nature and stereotypy 
of the visual phenomena is towards epileptic seizure. In contrast to 
psychotic hallucinations, they are time locked to the attack unless they 
are other forms of epileptic psychosis that will be described later on.

Auditory auras: Isolated auditory hallucinations or illusions should 
be classified as auditory auras. More elaborated auditory hallucinations 
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Abstract

Epilepsy is a paroxysmal disturbance of brain function that presents as behavioral 
phenomena involving four spheres; sensory, motor, autonomic and consciousness. These 
behavioural disturbances though transient but may be confused with psychiatric disorders. 
Thus representing a diagnostic problem for neurophyschiatrists. Here we review the grey 
zone between psychiatry and epilepsy on three levels. The first level is the semiology itself, 
that the behavioral phenomenon at a time can be the presentation of an epileptic disorder 
and at another time a representation of a psychiatric disorder. The second level is the 
comorbidity between epilepsy and psychiatric disorders namely epileptic psychosis. The 
third level is the disorders of the brain that can present by both epileptic and/or psychiatric 
disorders. We reviewed the current literature in both epilepsy and Psychiatry including the 
main presentations that might be confusing.

Conclusion:Epilepsy, schizophrenia like psychosis, intellectual disability, autism are 
different disorders that may share same semiological presentation, comorbidity or even 
etiology. A stepwise mental approach and decision making is needed excluding seizure 
disorder first before diagnosing a psychiatric one.
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or illusions that occur together with complex alterations of perception 
are classified as psychic auras.2‒30 This is mostly mistaken with 
schizophrenia.

Olfactory auras: is the perception of a smell is rare psychiatric 
phenomena and mostly epileptic in nature.12‒30

Gustatory auras: is the perception of a taste as an epileptic 
phenomenon is classified as a gustatory aura.2

Abdominal auras: Patients with temporal lobe epilepsy frequently 
have auras with abdominal sensations. It may be accompanied by 
autonomic, emotional or sensory phenomena.15,30 The most common 
sensation is the rising epigastric sensation that is common in anxiety 
and panic attacks.15

Psychic auras: Psychic auras are multisensorial hallucinations 
that constitute an “experience”e.g. fear that someone is behind 
him.2,19 Emotional aura is an ictal fear with pronounced anxiety or 
intense terror that is out of proportion to, and separable from, the 
understandable apprehension that can accompany any seizure. 
In some patients, the fear resembles a real-life and sometimes is 
confused with panic attacks. It is accompanied by symptoms and 
signs of autonomic activation, such as mydriasis, tachycardia, and 
hyperventilation, and behavioral manifestations of screaming, calling 
for help, and agitated movements.16‒18 The most typical example of 
psychic auras is distortions of familiarity, such as sensations of deja 
vu or jamais vu.20‒22 They may present by forced thinking resembling 
intrusive thoughts of obsessive complex disorders, or forced acts 
resembling compulsions.8 Derealization or depersonalization can 
be the presenting symptom resembling dissociative fugue state. 
Amnestic seizure may last for hours to days that may be interpreted as 
psychogenic.30 Living in a dreamy vivid state is an identified temporal 
lobe epileptic phenomenon that resembles psychosis.20‒22 Autoscopy, 
a hallucination of self-image, is seeing oneself as a “double,” or as an 
external entity observed from a distance after the mind is felt to have 
left the body. This can be confused with schizophrenia.23‒30

Autonomic auras: Autonomic alterations elicited by epileptic 
activation of autonomic cortical centers produce symptoms that 
the patient can detect but that observers have difficulty identifying 
them. These include palpitations, hot flashes, piloerection, sweating, 
hyperventilation, blood pressure changes, cold, shivering and urinary 
urgency.25‒29 If these phenomena could be monitored in epilepsy 
monitoring unit they became an autonomic seizure.2 Autonomic 
symptoms are a part of psychiatric complains in a lot of disorders. 
Here it is mandatory to determine the paroxysmal nature and 
stereotypy of the symptoms. The occurrence of these attacks during 
sleep is more towards epilepsy. The presence of EEG correlates in 
video EEG monitoring unit may be needed to diagnose the condition. 
The association of anxiety or panic like symptoms does not exclude 
epilepsy.

Autonomic seizures

Autonomic seizures consist of episodic alterations of autonomic 
function that are elicited by activation of autonomic cortical centers 
activated by an epileptiform dis- charge.2 The semiology of autonomic 
seizures is highly variable involving multiple systems.30

a. Cardiovascular: Palpitations, arrhythmias, bradycardia, asystole, 
ictal syncope.

b. Gastrointestinal: Ictal vomiting, hypersalivation, spitting, 
diarrhea, fecal incontinence, hunger, borborygmi.

c. Genitourinary: Urinary urgency, erotic feeling, erection, orgasm.

d. Respiratory: Apnea, hyperventilation, coughing, sighing, 
nocturnal laryngospasm.

e. Thermoregulatory: Fever.

f. Pupillary: Mydriasis, miosis.

These phenomena can occur separate or in association and they 
are often interpreted as psychogenic. However there recurrence, 
paroxysmal nature, stereotype, EEG correlates can diagnose the 
condition as epilepsy.

Dialeptic seizures

Dialeptic seizures are seizures in which the predominant 
symptomatology consists of an alteration of consciousness with 
unresponsiveness or decreased responsiveness. Usually associated 
with memory impairment for the event.2‒30 Dialeptic seizures cannot 
be diagnosed as a psychiatric disorder, but when they present as a non-
convulsive status epilepticus they represent a diagnostic challenge. 
Non convulsive status epilepticus are prolonged non motor dialeptic, 
aura or autonomic status epilepticus. There are many subtypes as 
absence status epilepticus, obtundation status epilepticus, discognitive 
status epilepticus. All share a common main theme of presentation that 
they start abruptly with waxing and waning symptomatology lasting 
from hours to days, during which the patient is partially responsive 
and partially not with bizarre behavior, mood swings as if drunk 
with perceptual disturbances.31 The condition usually resemble acute 
psychotic episode and may be managed as a psychiatric disorder. A 
history of prior seizures, abnormal neurological examination, minor 
myoclonic jerks and an abnormal EEG suggest epileptic disorder. Also 
non convulsive status was reported to have as bizarre presentation as 
ictal catatonia.32

Motor seizures

Some motor seizures may appear bizarre enough to simulate 
psychogenic one.

a. Hypermotor seizures: They are complex movements involving 
the proximal segments of the limbs and trunk. This results in large 
movements that appear “violent” when they occur at high speeds. 
The “complex motor manifestations” imitate normal movements, 
but the movements are inappropriate for the situation and usually 
serve no purpose with preserved consciousness. They are usually 
diagnosed as histrionic behavior 2-30.

b. Gelastic Seizures:Seizures in which the main motor manifestation 
is “laughing”. They may be confused with incongruent affect.30

Level II: epileptic psychosis
A recent systematic review found that up to 6% of individuals with 

epilepsy have a comorbid psychotic illness and that patients have an 
almost eight fold increased risk of psychosis. The prevalence rate 
of psychosis is higher in temporal lobe epilepsy (7%).33 Epileptic 
psychosis can be categorized into four types, chronic and acute 
interictal psychosis, post ictal psychosis and the fore mentioned ictal 
psychosis encountered in non-convulsive status epilepticus. Acute 
psychosis includes also the what is called alternative psychosis caused 
by forced normalization.34 Post ictal psychosis represents a rather 
homogenous clinical entity, while interictal psychosis is apparently 
quite heterogeneous. Most often, interictal psychosis is subdivided 
into chronic and acute interictal types, with the latter comprising 
also patients with alternative psychosis.35 Moreover, postictal and 
alternative psychoses can be seen as a large unified group of true 
epileptic psychosis, because both are closely associated with epileptic 
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activity, even if the link is inversely related in cases of alternative 
psychosis. Meanwhile chronic interictal psychosis is consequently 
left as a remnant, which may be heavily dependent on genetic 
predisposition rather than epileptic activity with less association with 
temporal lobe epilepsy that is more near to schizophrenia rather than 
epilepsy.34‒36 Epileptic psychoses are often overlooked, mistreated, and 
consequently lingering on needlessly.37 This is due to misdiagnosis 
as depression at the start with delay of administration of dopamine-
blockers. Moreover some antiepileptic drugs, such as vigabatrin,38 
phenytoin, zonisamide,39 and topiramate,40 have been reported to 
show adverse psychotropic effect but this is still controversial.41 
Interictal psychoses seem most troublesome to differentiate from a 
pure psychiatric illness. The presentation is quite similar to paranoid 
schizophrenia with perceptional abnormalities, with a mean latency 
of about 14.1years after onset of epilepsy although with a wide 
range.42 Clinically, factors that distinguish these patients from having 
pure schizophrenic illness were reported to include a typically better 
premorbid function, a preservation of affect, religious, moral, or 
ethical interests,43,44 absence of negative symptoms, formal thought 
disorder, and catatonia.45 A family history of psychosis, complex 
partial seizures or generalized tonic-clonic seizures, and borderline 
intellectual functioning are predictors for developing interictal 
psychosis.46 Psychiatric comorbidities are frequent in MTLE patients, 
and in population-based studies, epilepsy has been consistently 
associated with increased risk of schizophrenia.47 However, the exact 
biological substrate behind the association of MTLE and psychiatric 
comorbidities is unknown.48,49 A proven neuropathological alterations 
in the hippocampus of patients with epilepsy and the history of major 
depression or interictal psychosis, which may underlie psychiatric 
symptoms in MTLE.50‒52 Also hippocampal neuroinflammatory related 
molecules show a distinct pattern of expression when MTLE patients 
present with a comorbid psychiatric diagnosis of interictal psychosis 
or major depression.53,54 Studies have reported successful treatment 
of patients with seizures, schizophrenia, and major depression using 
drugs with anti-inflammatory effect as an add-on therapy.55‒58 Frontal 
epileptic seizures were also reported to present as epileptic psychosis. 
In a patient with a history of bipolar disorder, new psychotic features 
appeared as recurrent and stereotyped episodes of ictal psychosis with 
complex visual hallucinations associated with intense fear and disgust, 
secondary to frontal epileptic seizures. This highlights the challenge 
of diagnosing the epileptic nature of a new psychotic phenomenon in 
patients with previous psychiatric disorders.59

Level III: neurological disorders presented by 
both epileptic and psychiatric presentations

Several neurological disorders can have a shared psychiatric and 
epileptic presentation with confusion in the diagnosis till the full 
blown clinical picture appears. These can be autoimmune encephalitis, 
Hashimoto encephalopathy, or genetic disorders.60

Autoimmune encephalitis

Autoimmune limbic encephalitis was thought to be a paraneoplastic 
disorder especially small-cell lung cancer61 until 2001 when, a form of 
immunotherapy-responsive limbic encephalitis with IgG antibodies 
initially considered against voltage gated potassium channels (VGKC) 
was described.62,63 In 2005, Anti-N-Methyl-D-Aspartate receptor (anti-
NMDAR) encephalitis, an autoimmune disease with antibodies against 
the NR1/NR2B heteromer of the N-MethylD-Aspartate receptor, was 
identified and its relation to ovarian teratoma.64‒67 It is characterized 
by acute mental status change, seizures, autonomic instability, 
hyperkinesia and presence of teratoma.66‒67 In quick succession, 

further neuronal cell surface antigens were characterized in patient 
cohorts with autoimmune encephalitis. They included the αamino-
3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazol-propionic acid receptor (AMPA-
receptor),68 γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA)(b)-receptor,69 α1-glycine 
receptor (GlyR),70 metabotropic glutamate receptor 5 (mGluR5),71 
leucine-rich, glioma-inactivated 1 (LGI1),72,73 contactin-associated 
protein-like 2 (CASPR2),73,74 dopamine receptor 2 (D2-receptor)75 
and dipeptidylpeptidase-like protein-6 (DPPX, a regulatory subunit 
of the KV4.2 potassium channel).76 Antibody-associated encephalitis 
can be subdivided into those in which the antibodies are directed 
against neuronal surface or intracellular antigens.77 Those with 
antibodies against neuronal surface antigens share a core syndrome 
of limbic encephalitis (epileptic seizures, short-term memory deficits, 
behavioral and psychiatric disturbances) with additional features 
that vary according to the immune response.78 Antibodies that 
occur without symptoms of limbic encephalitis include, mGluR1 
(cerebellar symptoms),7 GlyR (spectrum of stiff-person syndrome, 
encephalomyelitis with rigidity)79 and dopamine-receptor D2 (basal 
ganglia encephalitis).75 In this autoimmune encephalitis, anti-NMDA-
receptor encephalitis is the most common and represents a diagnostic 
challenge.77 It starts by prodromal symptoms of fever, headache, 
nausea, vomiting and upper gastrointestinal symptoms.80‒87 In adults, 
this is followed a few days or weeks later by psychiatric symptoms 
and behavioral abnormalities (>95 %) often overshadowing other 
symptoms such as memory deficits (60-80 %). Affective, psychotic 
and obsessive compulsive syndromes can occur. Seizures and status 
epilepticus are common (70 %); they are often the initial symptoms 
in children (>30 %).77 Involuntary movements are common 
orofacial dyskinesia, dystonia, oculogyric crisis (70-90 %) (80-83). 
these symptoms are usually accompanied by progressive loss of 
consciousness (60-70 %) and autonomic instability (50 %).81 About 
13 % of patients develop partial forms of the syndrome characterized 
by predominant psychiatric disturbances, refractory seizures, status 
epilepticus, or movement disorders. In most of these cases a thorough 
neurological and neuropsychological examination reveals other 
features of the syndrome. Truly monosymptomatic manifestations are 
rare (1 %).81

Hashimoto’s encephalopathy

Hashimoto’s encephalopathy (HE) is a rare, life-threatening, 
condition associated with elevated levels of anti-thyroid antibodies 
(anti-thyroid peroxidase and anti-thyroglobulin). Thyroid function is 
not predictive of clinical symptoms and outcome. It has a variable 
clinical presentation that includes: tremor, myoclonic jerks, ataxia, 
stroke-like episodes, neuropsychiatric symptoms (psychosis, 
behavioral changes, and cognitive impairment), seizures, impairment 
of consciousness and non-convulsive status. Since symptoms are 
variable and non-specific, the diagnosis is complex and requires 
both the exclusion of other causes of encephalopathy, psychiatric 
disorders, epilepsy and the demonstration of positive anti-thyroid 
antibody titer.84

Genetic correlation between epilepsy and psychiatric 
disorders

There is a growing body of evidence suggesting a shared genetic 
susceptibility between many neuropsychiatric disorders, including 
schizophrenia, autism, intellectual disability and epilepsy. The sodium 
channel, voltage-gated type II alpha subunit gene SCN2A has been 
shown to exhibit loss-of-function mutations in individuals with seizure 
disorders, intellectual disability, autism and schizophrenia.85‒90 The 
leucine-rich glioma inactivated (LGI) genes associated with partial 
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epilepsy with auditory features might also represent genes of interest 
for schizophrenia, especially among patients with prominent auditory 
hallucinations and formal thought disorder.60 Neurodevelopmental 
disorders such as attention deficit hyperactivity disorder and autism 
have a genetic susceptibility. These include deletions in the chromosome 
21, subtelomeric deletions, duplications and a maternally inherited 
duplication of the chromosomal region 15q11-q13; microdeletions in 
on the long (q) arm of the chromosome in a region designated q21; 
interstitial duplications encompassing 16p13.11.91 Micro deletions in 
q21 increases the risk of delayed development, intellectual disability, 
physical abnormalities, and neurological and psychiatric problems 
associated with autism, schizophrenia, and epilepsy and weak muscle 
tone (hypotonia).91 Deletions of the 15q26 region encompassing the 
chromodomain helicase DNA binding domain 2 (CHD2) gene have 
been associated with intellectual disability, behavioral problems, and 
several types of epilepsy. Absence epilepsy in an adolescent male 
with moderate intellectual disability, short-lasting psychoses, and an 
interstitial deletion in 15q26.1-q26.2 (CHD2) gene has been reported 
as well.92 Patients with the 15q11.2 BP1-BP2 microdeletion can present 
with developmental and language delay, neurobehavioral disturbances 
and psychiatric problems. Autism, seizures, schizophrenia and 
mild dysmorphic features are less commonly seen.93 These are only 
examples of shared genetics and comorbid epilepsy and psychiatric 
disorders.

Conclusion
Epilepsy, schizophrenia like psychosis, intellectual disability, 

and autism is different disorders that may share same semiological 
presentation, comorbidity or even etiology. This may present a 
diagnostic challenge. In such conditions the first thing is to exclude 
epilepsy. Clinically, any behavioral phenomena that fulfill the 
definition of an epileptic seizure are a seizure. That is any sudden, 
repetitive, stereotyped, paroxysmal behavioral phenomenon that is 
probably due to excessive cerebral neuronal discharge is a seizure. 
This is true for discrete seizures but cannot be applied to non-
convulsive status epilepticus. An abrupt onset of confusion, bizarre 
behavior, waxing and waning attention, and mini myoclonic jerks may 
be helpful. In most instances EEG is needed to confirm the diagnosis. 
The awareness of psychiatrist of this grey zone between epilepsy and 
psychiatry helps in not misdiagnosing these conditions.
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